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1. Introduction
This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 
interdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated d
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 
as the Department of Medicine at Stanford University.
The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 
birthmark 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 
followed by a protocol
It is assumed that the therapy was non
injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 
and a discomfort for both 
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 
process will b
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 
approaches in other
challenges during the process of information procurement. 
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 
is to be certain that 
knowledge and experience into the engineering process.
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1. Introduction 
This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 

erdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated d
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 
as the Department of Medicine at Stanford University.
The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 
birthmark increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 
followed by a protocol
It is assumed that the therapy was non
injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 
and a discomfort for both 
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 
process will be outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 
approaches in other fields are considered. The aim of this paper is t
challenges during the process of information procurement. 
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 
is to be certain that 
knowledge and experience into the engineering process.
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This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 

erdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated d
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 
as the Department of Medicine at Stanford University.
The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 

increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 
followed by a protocol at home, similar to a procedure that is common practice for tightening braces. 
It is assumed that the therapy was non
injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 
and a discomfort for both the patient and the parents 
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 

e outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 

fields are considered. The aim of this paper is t
challenges during the process of information procurement. 
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 
is to be certain that a product can be developed more easily by including a clinician with his 
knowledge and experience into the engineering process.
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This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 

erdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated d
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 
as the Department of Medicine at Stanford University.
The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 

increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 

at home, similar to a procedure that is common practice for tightening braces. 
It is assumed that the therapy was non-ideal for three reasons. First, parents do not feel comfortable 
injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 

the patient and the parents 
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 

e outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 

fields are considered. The aim of this paper is t
challenges during the process of information procurement. 
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 

a product can be developed more easily by including a clinician with his 
knowledge and experience into the engineering process.
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This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 

erdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated d
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 
as the Department of Medicine at Stanford University. 
The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 

increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 

at home, similar to a procedure that is common practice for tightening braces. 
ideal for three reasons. First, parents do not feel comfortable 

injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 

the patient and the parents [Zöllner 2012]
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 

e outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 

fields are considered. The aim of this paper is t
challenges during the process of information procurement. 
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 

a product can be developed more easily by including a clinician with his 
knowledge and experience into the engineering process. 
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This paper presents an approach for the planning phase of a medical device design. Challenges during 
this process are discussed and a strategy to identify all required specifications is proposed. Hereby, the 

erdisciplinary collaboration of engineer, patient and clinician will be examined. As an exemplary 
case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 
subject bases on a previous thesis, which was elaborated during a research stay at Stanford University. 
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 

The research was initiated by a mechanical engineer who found out about tissue expansion during his 
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 

increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline sol
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 

at home, similar to a procedure that is common practice for tightening braces. 
ideal for three reasons. First, parents do not feel comfortable 

injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quan
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 

[Zöllner 2012]. 
To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 

e outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 

fields are considered. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the importance and 
challenges during the process of information procurement.  
Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
successful treatment. It is also considered how the collaboration in medical device design process can 
be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 

a product can be developed more easily by including a clinician with his 
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case a shortened version of the development of an instrumented tissue expander is illustrated. This 

uring a research stay at Stanford University. 
The research study was in collaboration with the Design Education Lab, the Living Matter Lab as well 

found out about tissue expansion during his 
study. His intention was to provide the physician quantitative feedback during the procedure. He 
focused on the use case for infants with giant congenital melanocytic nevi. For a certain diameter this 

increases the risk of cancer and therefore will be removed. To replace the removed 
birthmark extra skin is needed. Therefore a tissue expander device is implanted into a subcutaneous 
pocket underneath the epidermis and dermis. In this procedure, saline solution is injected into the 
implant located around the birthmark under the skin. Filling the expander with saline solution over a 
couple of weeks gradually stretches the skin to trigger growth. Ideally, this initial injection would be 

at home, similar to a procedure that is common practice for tightening braces. 
ideal for three reasons. First, parents do not feel comfortable 

injecting fluid into an expander implanted in their baby without any quantitative feedback. Second, 
due to an obligatory safety margin, the achieved stretch is not maximal and growth is not ideally 
triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 

To meet their needs, a first attempt of an instrumented tissue expander providing quantitative feedback 
has been designed. Using the proposed method, the planning phase of the medical device design 

e outlined. This paper only presents a shortened version. Giving a short overview of the 
medical background, existing devices and current limitations. In addition interdisciplinary basic 

o demonstrate the importance and 

Existing medical device design methods are summarized and supplemented with details ensuring a 
medical device design process can 

be improved. Based on the exemplary case, the impact of the adapted approach is discussed and how 
the results add to design process improvement approaches. Besides, the goal of this exemplary process 

a product can be developed more easily by including a clinician with his 
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ideal for three reasons. First, parents do not feel comfortable 
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triggered. Third, the injection intervals are not optimized. This leads to an unnecessary long treatment 
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2. Medical Device Design Process 
A design process usually starts with the concept phase, followed by the development, the 
manufacturing and the distribution. In general, the concept phase starts with the product planning, 
which is done by a design engineer with knowledge of the market. The issues to be considered are the 
determination and documentation of the customer requirements [Gilman 2009]. 
At the outset of this step it is critical to speak with physicians, observing their procedures and to 
understand the limitations of existing devices and methods [Privitera and Murray 2009]. To fully 
understand the specific need that is to be addressed, someone is needed who is frequently faced with 
this problem. In medical devices this understanding is acquired most often by the physician 
specializing in this area [Aitchison et al. 2009]. Besides finding the right experts it is also all-important 
to critically use one’s own judgment in weighting and prioritizing the various opinions heard. 
Moreover it is important to consult with the end user on the intended product [Grocott et al. 2007]. In 
addition, one must undertake a literature research. This search is designed to extend one's knowledge 
and to find out about existing products. Solving the current limitation and pleasing the unmet needs a 
complete knowledge of the current product sector is necessary. For methodological support mainly 
checklists [Ehrlenspiel and Meerkamm 2013] and main feature lists [Pahl et al. 2013] are used [Jung 
2006]. Subsequent to the determination of the problem reviewing ones’ observations and conclusions 
with the specialist is recommended. In the end the concept phase is completed with identified target 
problems or products [Gilman 2009]. 
Critical tasks in the areas of clinical testing, regulatory or governmental clearances, and 
reimbursement strategy are included in the subsequent development phase. 

3. Approach for Planning Phase 
In the understanding of the author, the planning phase is a single phase, before the concept phase. 
Within the planning phase the user requirements specification (“URS”) are worked out among others. 
Whereas subsequent to the planning phase a functional device concept is generated. It bases on the 
URS and focus on the technical solution space within the medical framework. This second phase will 
be followed by a design phase where a real feasibility prototype is built. 
It is assumed that the product planning of a medical device is performed by a design engineer with 
knowledge of the market. Of course having knowledge of the market facilitates the first steps into the 
process, but it is not a necessary qualification. However, such a gap of knowledge only is manageable 
for engineers, since medical background can easier be learned than understanding the technical basics. 
According to Jung [2006] and J. Ward [2003] there are a lot of potential deficits possible, during the 
planning phase, especially regarding the requirement specifications. The main challenges during the 
planning phase are: 

 Requirement specifications are not recognized 
 Specifications are recognized but unnecessary 
 Misleading formulation of the requirements 
 Unspecific requirements were not adapted to greater knowledge 

In the following a structure to support the planning phase of a medical device design process is 
presented. This is a result of several medical device design processes. The interdisciplinary 
collaboration is challenging for many reasons. A great degree of interdisciplinarity implies that the 
disciplines are technically apart, which results in a more difficult cross-domain communication and 
cooperation [Jung 2006]. Based on organization and communication difficulties the clarification and 
manipulation of requirements are challenging. According to [Jung 2006] there are no systematic 
procedures that guide the developer when working with requirements, especially for interdisciplinary 
development processes. 
The key questions during the planning phase are illustrated in Figure 1. First oneself needs to 
understand the medical background. Second, learning about existing medical devices is necessary to 
conceive the treatment. Based on those two knowledge domains potential limitations regarding the 
treatment procedure as well as medical devices are realized. On top of that basic approaches in other 
(e.g. interdisciplinary) areas may be helpful to improve existing devices or to design a new one. 
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The circuit matrix in Figure 2 is designed as a dynamic process and therefore has no starting phase. It 
is an iterative process that should be passed through several times. With each iteration a more specific 
level of abstraction is achieved
In general the phase begins with a conversation with a specialized physician, learning about the 
disease and the treatment. One main problem during this step is that the surgeon has a very focused 
point of view. In medicine there are a wide variety of tr
is extremely important to push the physician with questions about the type of treatment
procedures. Even
know abo
treatments worldwide. It is recommended to speak to at least two different experts before forming an 
opinion on the situation.

Figure 2. Circuit matrix illust

Talking to a physician about the used medical devices is a challenging process for several reasons. 
Most surgeons are not short of technical understanding, which leads to misunderstandings and 
confusing ambiguities. It is recommended to listen to the physicians’ explanation, but should carefully 
be scrutinized.
Comparing the customer needs stated by the physician with the URS indicated by the patient is 
important. It may be redundant, but the experienc
patient can tell you his situation at first hand. The treating surgeon has rarely received the same 
treatment himself, which is why his version usually is a subjective observation or narration of the 
patients’
Sometimes the treated person has a technical background, which may cause synergy effects. The main 
questions the patient should be asked are the pros and cons of the pro
complications. In the case of a noted complication the patient can state the potential origin or solution 
possibility. Nevertheless the creation of the URS should be an essential element of the conversation.
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level of abstraction is achieved
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disease and the treatment. One main problem during this step is that the surgeon has a very focused 
point of view. In medicine there are a wide variety of tr
is extremely important to push the physician with questions about the type of treatment
procedures. Even in cases when the medical doctor talk
know about the alternatives and the associated disadvantages. In addition, there are different types of 
treatments worldwide. It is recommended to speak to at least two different experts before forming an 
opinion on the situation.
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possibility. Nevertheless the creation of the URS should be an essential element of the conversation.

Figure 1. Key questions during the 
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Figure 2. Circuit matrix illustrating the iterative approach during the planning phase

Talking to a physician about the used medical devices is a challenging process for several reasons. 
Most surgeons are not short of technical understanding, which leads to misunderstandings and 

ng ambiguities. It is recommended to listen to the physicians’ explanation, but should carefully 
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The circuit matrix in Figure 2 is designed as a dynamic process and therefore has no starting phase. It 
is an iterative process that should be passed through several times. With each iteration a more specific 

In general the phase begins with a conversation with a specialized physician, learning about the 
disease and the treatment. One main problem during this step is that the surgeon has a very focused 
point of view. In medicine there are a wide variety of treatment types and various views. This is why it 
is extremely important to push the physician with questions about the type of treatment

in cases when the medical doctor talks 
ut the alternatives and the associated disadvantages. In addition, there are different types of 

treatments worldwide. It is recommended to speak to at least two different experts before forming an 
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Comparing the customer needs stated by the physician with the URS indicated by the patient is 
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patient can tell you his situation at first hand. The treating surgeon has rarely received the same 
treatment himself, which is why his version usually is a subjective observation or narration of the 
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observations and the various opinions heard will help to filter unnecessary requirements. Finally, the 
iterative character of the circuit matrix leads to an adaptio
knowledge.
In the following an exemplary case of a medical device design planning phase is presented. All above
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4.4 Basic approaches in another field
In biomechanics, the modeling of tissue behavior is a central
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time (see Figure 7).
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skin stress, and strain are not measurable in vivo without a surgical procedure. For that reason, the 
decrease of the skin growth is triggered by the concurrent expander pressure decrease. The
first derivative of the expander pressure curve is calculated. The moment the first derivative of the 
pressure curve converges to zero, both, the pressure curve and the fractional area gain remain constant.
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only gives some indications of how to perform tissue expansion procedure. From an engineering 
perspective, the review of the literature revealed that most of the published standards are inaccurate. 
Every physician has his own advice how to proceed during the tissue expansion. Meaning the 
frequency of the injections and also the injection volume. The inflation protocol is triggered by 
subjective measures like the skin color. The only control variable during the following inflation is the 
volume of saline solution injected into the expander. Not even the loss of volume because of a leakage 
is measurable. Collecting various opinions and approaches, judgment was required to filter out non-
reproducible courses of treatment. This judgment was based on the insights given by the finite element 
simulation. 
Moreover most physicians are very judicial regarding new developed devices. The start-up 
AirXpander designed a TE, which is inflated with carbon dioxide. Nearly every surgeon rejected this 
approach because of the assumption that the expander is gas-permeable. Actually the device is nearly 
impermeable due to an additional skin. Furthermore, this method includes a user interface and period 
self-inflating feature to maximize the tissue growth. For an engineer this fact is highly relevant. The 
absence of an injection port makes this a much more user-friendly device. 
Another key factor of the collaboration is the communication process. Due to questions outside one's 
field the perspective and the wording are different. For the presented exemplary case the surgeon talks 
about over-expansion, but is not able to explain the causal chain that causes leakage. Therefore the 
physician is not able to prevent potential leakage at its technical origin. He can only minimize the risk 
using his experience or published empirical values: Using several expander and implants that are as 
large as possible. From an engineering perspective there are two main risks of failure. The expander 
devices are designed to stretch until a certain value. In contrast the injection port is designed to resist a 
predefined pressure. When the physician was talking about “over-expansion”, he actually meant 
overinflation. This could cause leakage because of a ruptured surface. When the pressure exceeds a 
certain limit the injection port will spring a leak. A physician can observe the pressure applying onto 
the skin, but this value does not state the pressure inside the device. In this context a pressure signal 
could help to minimize the risk of leakage. 
Usually, in medical device design the engineer initiates the process [Kaplan et al. 2004]. Most likely 
doctors are no experts in the field of technology. Therefore the doctors are not primary interested in 
the new technological innovation. A medical doctor’s motivation is intrinsic or involves a gain in 
reputation. Sometimes monetary aspects also motivate doctors to invent something. But especially in 
hospitals, it is difficult to gain short-term profits from in-house generated innovations [Bohnet-
Joschko and Kientzler 2010]. That’s why sometimes hesitate to support them. Nevertheless, for 
medical technology user-generated innovations are not only profitable but also indispensable. Mostly 
innovative medical doctors act as lead users and improve patient care with medical technology 
innovations. The Medical Device Design Process (MDDP) can be advanced by offering adequate 
support through cooperation models. A support for knowledge transfer facilitates the engagement of 
the medical engineer and increases the involvement of the physician. 
According to [Medina et al. 2013], the first phase of the MDDP involves the identification of a 
particular clinical need. This presupposes the cognizance of a need for improvement by the physician 
and also a clinical solution. Since this procedure only describes the limited medical point of view, it is 
proposed to involve the medical engineer ab initio for cross-disciplinary knowledge. 
Corresponding with [Grocott et al. 2007] a lot of medical devices are generated in isolation of the 
ultimate users. User involvement is very important and not considered in most Medical Device Design 
Processes. [Syed et al. 2009] revealed that the main benefits of user involvement were an increased 
access to user experiences and ideas. As a consequence thereof the functionality, usability and quality 
of the devices are enhanced. 
An other challenge in medical device design is the complexity of medical background, treatment and 
devices. It is hard to get an overview of the whole situation, including its limitations and opportunities. 
In the same way, the design of a medical device is a very complex procedure. Usually research studies 
in other areas are unattended although they give great indications that are impossible in vivo. 
Especially for the following Concept Phase this step is relevant since it broaden the solution space. 
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linkages are detected, 
supported by the iterative process. The completeness is intended by cognition of various requirements. 

is reconsidered. Finally, a first attempt of 

can be fully harnessed to contribute to 
significantly reducing the burden of 

of medical technology is improved 
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